Trade Talk: Positive momentum, but radical change seems unlikely

The second round of trade talks last weekend marked the first major de-escalation of the current U.S. and China negotiations. The joint statement issued by the White House suggested a consensus is taking shape on effective measures by which to substantially reduce the ever growing U.S. trade deficit with China. Subsequent comments by Chinese and U.S. leaders reinforced that both sides remain uninterested in an all-out trade war. However, the discussions produced little in the way of specifics, and our base case remains that this will be a drawn out process likely not resolved until the fall, preferably (for President Trump) prior to the mid-term elections.

Why the long process? Ideologically, the two sides remain distant. The U.S. has suggested it wants change. Specifically, change in market access and intellectual property treatment. China prefers the status quo, namely the freedom to modernize its economy as outlined in the Made in China 2025 plan. The ZTE ban only served to reinforce this stance. It makes sense, therefore, that China would consider increasing energy and agriculture purchases as those concessions would not alter China’s long term agenda of technology leadership. These types of short term deficit reduction strategies suit China’s interests well, but do little to address the core U.S. issue. Will President Trump ultimately be willing to compromise? We think so, and it is likely that China does as well. It has become clear that the gulf has widened between a portion of the Trump team aiming for a quick win trade agreement, and the Lighthizer-Navarro camp that prefers to use these negotiations as a way to alter China’s long term agenda. The President seems to be siding with the former. He is also interested in establishing a lasting legacy via the upcoming summit with North Korea. Nobel Peace Prize lobbying has already begun. China was instrumental in helping pressure the Kim Jong-un regime to stand down on nuclear weapons testing last year, and will be a key player again as it relates to securing an agreement next month. This could be the pivotal point around which future trade negotiations hinge. From a market perspective the recent developments are a positive, but more time is needed for the final outcome to become clear.
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